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A method was developed using pectinase to iso- dissociation. This was partly overcome by
late large numbers of metabolically active meso- screening a number of pectinase preparations for high activity and low toxicity. In adphyll cells from tobacco leaves Subsequent treatdition, we found that using a hypertonic mement with cellulase converted the isolated cells
dium with the addition of dextran sulfate
into protoplasts [Over 210 citations in the SC!®
greatly reduced the trauma of tissue dissocimakes this one of the most-cited papers published
ation. Dextran sulfate was intended as an inin this lournal 1
hibitor of RNase, which may be present in
the crude cell preparation, since pancreatic
RNase was reported to lyse plant protoplasts. However, it was later shown that the
Itaru Takebe
effect of RNase is due to its highly positive
Department of Biology
charge and not to its enzymatic action. The
Nagoya University
reason that dextran sulfate protects cells is
Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku
still not known.
Nagoya
Once leaf cells were isolated in intact and
Japan
active states, they could be readily converted into protoplasts by using a selected preparation of cellulase. The two-step procedure
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yielded up to 108 protoplasts within a couple of hours. The latest version of this procePlant virologists have long suffered from
dure is described in a recent article.’
The isolated tobacco leaf protoplasts
the lack of an experimental system that uses
single cells. Plant cell walls present another
could be efficiently 2infected in vitro with toproblem since plant viruses cannot pene- bacco mosaic virus. The system of synchrotrate cell walls or inject their nucleic acids
nous infection thus established was extendthrough them. When I was appointed labo- ed to many other plants and viruses and is
ratory head of the Institute for Plant Virus
now widely used for studying plant virus
3
Research in 1965, I thought of using proto- replication at cellular and molecular levels.
In
1975,
I
received
the
Jakob
Eriksson
Prize
plasts, wall-less single cells of plants, as a
from the Swedish Royal Academy for the dehost for virus infection. I therefore needed a
method to prepare protoplasts in sufficient
velopment of the protoplast system for plant
amounts for experimentation.
virus research.
I chose tobacco leaves as the starting maThe method of preparing leaf protoplasts
terial because tobacco is a good host for
also opened up immense possibilities for
many viruses and its leaves contain the larg- other facets of plant science, as is indicated
est number of cells. My plan was first to dis- by the number of citations to the paper. Resociate leaf tissues into single cells using
moval of walls endowed plant cells with an
pectinase and then to digest their walls with
ability to undergo fusion or to take up maccellulase. E.C. Cocking in England had re- romolecules.
Together with their totipoten4
ported small-scale isolation of plant proto- cy, these cell properties form the experi5
plasts using cellulase he had prepared from
mental basis for
6 somatic hybridization and
fungal culture filtrate. But I decided to use
transformation of higher plants.
Our proverb says, “The blind are not
commercially manufactured enzymes because they were readily available in my
scared by a snake.” I had been trained as a
microbiologist. Perhaps, I would have not
country.
The major obstacle in our project was the
dared to undertake the project if I had been
damage to leaf cells incurred during tissue
a botanist.
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